
I t is odds-on that your local commercial � shery will be 
dominated by one bait – pellets! This wonder bait has 
transformed � shing over the last few years, to the extent that, 

certainly for the majority of  the year, you can’t visit any venue 
without taking a bag or two in your carryall. It has got to the stage 
where I’m sure that the people writing the match results for the 
weekly angling papers must be sick and tired of  the pole, carp and 
pellet combination that wins so many matches week in, week out. 
Okay, so these results prove the power of  pellets but surely there has 
to be another way?
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Some matches are over at the drawbag, especially when carp are the 
main quarry and pellets the main bait. Rob Wootton’s approach catches 
everything and can put you in the money.  

What do 
you do 
when 
you’re not 
on a flier?

I’ve brought the cameras to Mill On The Soar Fishery in 
Leicestershire. It’s full of  � sh with a huge head of  skimmers 
mixed in to the usual stock of  carp and guess what? The results 
are dominated by pellet anglers. The locals tend to � sh pellets in a 
feeder, or long on a pole, topping up with a Kinder pot and plenty 
of  � sh are caught. However, with the anglers all � shing the same 
baits and methods, it’s the pegs and not the anglers that seem to 
dominate matches. I visit this venue every now and again to � sh 
the opens and after a couple visits it was obvious that I needed to 
formulate an attack for when I’m not on one of  the � iers.»
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What do 
you do 
when 
you’re not 
on a flier?

Rob wasn’t content with 
watching other anglers on 
fl iers take all the money, so he 
fi shes for all species to try and 
sneak into the main frame.
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that keeps the bulk of  my mix and a smaller 
one to which I add the loose feed for moulding 
into balls. This ensures that any bits of  worm 
or caster added to the mix don’t spoil as the 
day goes on. 

With the groundbait mixed it’s time to look 
at rigs. With the variety of  species present 
my rigs need to be able to cope with anything 
up to double-� gure carp while still retaining 
the � nesse to tempt smaller skimmers, so a 
balancing act is needed. My � oat pattern is 
one from the Middy Bagging Machine range 
and is a simple body-down 4x16 pattern. 
This should be � ne for the four feet or so of  
depth that I’m faced with. The line I’m using 
is 0.16mm Lo-Vis and this is tied direct to a 
size 16 Middy 93-13 hook. These hooks are 
great for mixed venues because they are very 
light and strong. I’m using a simple shotting 

I’ve always felt that pellets suited a cautious 
approach and were best used when � sh are 
already in the peg. I would say that pellets are 
the ultimate � sh-catching bait; they all fall at 
around the same speed without giving off  too 
much oil or creating any small, suspended 
particles in the water column. This makes 
� shing with them easier because the peg 
becomes more readable. 

Despite these properties, this doesn’t 
necessarily mean that they are the best bait 
in every situation and you should notice that 
I said � sh ‘catching’ not ‘attracting’. I know 
they have a tremendous pulling power but 
I � nd that other baits are better for feeding 
aggressively to attract � sh to the peg; baits 
that have more about them, more oil, more 
bits breaking off  and hang in mid-water. 

This leads me on to the method that I’m 
� shing today – groundbait, casters and 
worms. It was during a conversation with my 
dad (who used to be able to catch bream) that 
he gave me the idea. Dad’s very stubborn, 
and despite the fact that he now gets beat on 
every bream venue he goes to, he still sticks 
with, and also recommends when he gets the 
chance, his traditional bream methods. So 
when he suggested his bream style to me for 
the Mill it was routinely dismissed. However, 
after some thought I decided that, after a few 
changes, it was worth a go. After all, I have 
caught � sh on worms at the venue before 
and maybe the inclusion of  groundbait and 
casters would help hold � sh in the peg for 
longer. One thing’s for certain, I will never 
know unless I try it.  

One of  the � rst things to do as soon as I get 
to my peg is mix the groundbait. Dad would 
still use his sweet brown crumb mix but I 
always use � shmeal for bream, whatever 
the venue, and for most of  my commercial-
� shery applications I use Green Swim Stim, 
and today is no different. 

This groundbait mixes into any 
consistency and seems to have bucketloads 
of  pulling power. Two bags of  Swim Stim 
are poured into the bowl and mixed to 
a heavy consistency capable of  holding 
plenty of  particles, before being riddled 
and transferred to two separate buckets. I 
have two bowls for the � nished mix – one 

Expect to net lots of fi sh if your fi shery has a good head of silver fi sh.

Take your time with 
the bigger fi sh on light 
tackle because you want 
to make sure that they 
end up in your keepnet.
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Bream are great 
weight builders 
and tend to come at 
regular intervals.
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First put-in and it’s obvious that plenty 
of  
 sh have been attracted to the peg. It’s 
bubbling like a Jacuzzi and the � oat won’t 
stay still. It’s moving sideways, dipping 
and lifting and when the 
 rst positive 
indication is met with a foul-hooked 
 sh 
at half  depth it’s clear that the 
 sh aren’t 
settled yet. 

Next put-in is with the shallow rig and 
without re-feeding I’ve hooked a carp of  
about 4lb. It’s not massive for the venue but 

a few of  these will hopefully 
boost my netful of  skimmers. 

Still without re-feeding 
I’ve dropped in again on the 
shallow rig and the only 
 sh 
I can contact are tiny roach. 
It looks like I either need to 
re-feed or try on the bottom. 
In a match I’d probably feed 

Carp like this are a real bonus, and will certainly 
boost your weight.
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pattern of  a 
bulk and one 
dropper, which 
will quickly get 
the bait down 
to the 
 sh and 
register bites 
positively. 

I’ve also set up a shallow rig because, 
although I’m trying to catch 
 sh on or near 
the bottom, with the weather being warm the 

 sh might be reluctant to feed there. This rig 
has the same � oat, in a smaller 4x12 size, line 
and hook as the deep rig. The only differences 
are the depth it is set to 
 sh at and the 
strung-out shotting pattern. I’m expecting 
the 
 shing to be relatively easy because 
I’m pleasure 
 shing, so I’ve elected to 
 sh 
shorter than usual, at nine metres. I’m also 
just getting over a bout of  swine � u, so this 
shorter length of  pole will hopefully make the 
day more comfortable! 

After plumbing up I mark the depth on my 
top kit and add four inches to the rig. This 
is because, for at least the beginning of  the 
session, I’ll be 
 shing large baits like double 
worm and want to present them in a static 
manner. 

The initial feed will be three balls of  
groundbait packed full of  worms with a few 
casters. These are cupped in for accuracy 
and will hopefully establish the peg quickly. 
Once the initial feed is in I’ll go straight 
over it. In a match I’ll usually let the swim 
settle but because I’m practising I’ll go on it 
straightaway to get a good picture of  what’s 
happening in the peg. 

Rob chops plenty of worms at 

the start so he can add them 

to the groundbait.

Make sure your 
terminal tackle 

is balanced.

»

A small ball like this 
is enough to keep the 
swim ticking over.
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Don’t despair the next 
time you’re not on a 
fl ier – take Rob’s advice 
and target all species.
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more groundbait and see if  I could start to 
put some carp together shallow. However, 
because I’m looking to target the more 
reliable skimmers I’m going to stick to my 
plan of  � shing on the bottom. 

The next put-in with the deep rig results 
in a static � oat. The liners have stopped and 
the next bite comes from a skimmer of  about 
2lb. These are the stamp of  � sh that I‘m after 
because you can build a weight in double-
quick time. Once they’ve settled in the peg I 
should be able to catch them all day. 

After a fruitless next put-in it’s time to 
re-feed. This is going to be done with small, 
hard balls of  groundbait packed with casters 
and worms. I’ll feed one of  these nuggets 
after each � sh or, if  I’m bagging, I might try 
to catch two or three � sh from each ball. 
These nuggets are going to be fed via a jumbo 
Kinder-style pole pot because this helps 
to speed things up and I’m not constantly 
picking up a cupping kit.  

Re-feeding seems to be working and 
the next four casts result in four large 
skimmers, all coming after feeding a nugget 
of  groundbait and all falling to two segments 
of  dendrabaena worm. I know I’m pleasure 
� shing but it seems 
as though I’ve hit on 
something because it’s a 
� sh a chuck for the next 
hour or so before the 
bites become iffy. 

A carp next put-in 
was probably the culprit 
of  the missed bites and 
once it’s out of  the peg the skimmers return. 
I try all sorts of  feeding strategies, ranging 
from feeding a large ball after every third 
� sh to feeding potfuls of  neat caster each 
cast. However, nothing seems as good as that 
nugget of  groundbait per � sh; the best hook 
bait all day has been those two bits of  worm. 

I’ve only � shed for a couple of  hours but 
still ended up with about 30lb of  skimmers 
plus a couple of  carp. I reckon that’s easily 
enough to frame in the opens here and on 
some occasions would be enough to win. 

When you consider the length of  time that 
I’ve � shed I’m really pleased with the results. 
It just goes to show that doing something 
different from the norm can pay dividends. 
The groundbait was de� nitely key and it 
was noticeable that bites slowed whenever I 
stopped feeding it. Would I use this method 
in a match here? De� nitely, especially if  I 
drew one of  the poorer areas on the lake. 
This tactic could put a framing weight on 
the scales from an area where it would 
be impossible using other baits. And who 
knows, I might even beat the usual pellet/peg 
combination to a match win!

The best hook bait 
all day has been 
those two bits of 
worm.
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